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east west project
Group bio
Kevin Warren’s “East West Project” began as a trio in the fall of 2011. Accompanied by guitarist Tom
Eliosoff and bassist Rémi-Jean Leblanc, the group began jamming and performing in clubs in Montreal.
Kevin’s compositions quickly evolved to demand a fourth member. With the addition of Jonathan Cayer
on keyboards, the group sound has become more dynamic, able to drive harder as well as play softer.
The group’s sound could now rightfully fuse Kevin’s main influences; rock and modern jazz.
In the fall of 2012, the group recorded a full-length album, released May 9th, 2013 on Oddsound
Records / Select Distribution. The first half of the album features the original trio in an organic, live off
the floor setting. The second half of the album takes a trip into the more rock and electronic side of
Kevin’s compositions as a quartet, with a jazz touch ofcourse.
Perhaps the group’s most notable gig was opening for Armenian jazz pianist Tigran Hamasyan in the
spring of 2013. The group also performed at the 2013 Montreal International Jazz Festival.
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Kevin Warren
Born and raised in Mission B.C, Kevin is a
Nulla facilisi.
drummer, composer and arranger based in
Mauris laoreet aliquet mi.
Montreal. He began drumming at nine
years old and went on to graduate from the
Langley Fine Arts School in Fort Langley
B.C. In 2003, he moved to Montreal to
pursue a B.Mus in Jazz Performance from
McGill University where he studied with
Christine Jensen, Jan Jarczyk, Andre White,
Fraser Hollins, Dave Laing and Chris
McCann. He performed with the McGill Jazz
Orchestra 1 for 2 years, under the direction
A Asia, Europe and North America. He
B
of Prof. Gordon Foote. Kevin has toured internationally throughout
currently keeps a busy schedule as a sideman for jazz groups including Alexandre Côté Quintet, Matt
Herskowitz, Orchestre National de Jazz de Montréal, Joel Miller, Yannick Rieu, and singer/songwriter
Ian Kelly. He toured extensively from 2008 to 2011 with Cuban pianist Rafael Zaldivar. This trio was
named CBC Radio Canada’s “Artiste Revelation 2010-2011” in the jazz category. In 2011, he won the
Prix du Festival at the Montreal International Jazz festival, as a part of the Alexandre Côté Quintet. From
2008-2012 he was a sideman with country/rock group Ladies of the Canyon, which was nominated for
the “Rising Star” award at the 2011 CCMA Awards. He also accompanies Montreal
trumpeter/composer Jacques “Kuba” Séguin, named CBC Radio Canada’s “Artiste Revelation 20122013” for jazz. These various experiences inspired Kevin to form what would become the East West
Project.

Rémi-Jean Leblanc
Since his arrival in Montreal at the age of 18,
Rémi-Jean LeBlanc has gone a long way on theC
D
Montreal music scene. His first collaborations
happened while he was still pursuing his
undergraduate degree
l'Université
de Montréal,
A. Vestibulum quam.
B. at
Nulla
quis sem.
where he took lessons with Michel Donato for 3
years. As he was finishing his degree, he started
playing and working with some of the fixtures of
the local scene, which allowed him to pursue his
musical development and make a name for
himself all over Québec. He is presently a member of a variety of creative music projects in the Montreal
area such as Yannick Rieu's "Spectrum", Steve Amirault Trio, Joel Miller's "Honeycomb", Rémi
C. Cras et sem.
D. Vivamus eu turpis.
Bolduc's "Random Masters", as well as being sought out for commercial music projects, notably
Ginette Reno and Nikki Yanofsky. For the last few years, he has also had the chance to accompany
certain international artists passing through Montreal, none less than David Binney, Seamus Blake, Greg
Osby, Terri Lyne Carrington, and Geoff Keezer. Despite these commitments, R-J still finds the time to
push his own group, with which he was able to produce an album of original music in 2009.
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Tom Eliosoff
A. Aenean elit.

B. Lorem ipsum.

Nullam nec massa vulputate

Nullam nec massa

C. Vestibulum quam.

Montreal native Tom Eliosoff has been playing guitar since
the age of six, and began performing locally at the age of
13. He discovered jazz when he enrolled in the Phil
XXXX) $000.00
(item # XXXX) $000.00
(item # XXXX) $000.00
Nimmons(item
jazz# camp
in Toronto, where he would
study with
the Canadian guitarist Lorne Lofsky. During his high school
D. Quisque
Viverra
E. Suspendisse
congue.
F. Nulla quis sem.
years,
Tom also
studied with jazz guitarist
Greg Amirault.
In
1996, he began his studies in jazz performance at the
University of Toronto with Lorne Lofsky, and began performing regularily in the Toronto music scene,
notably with local African bassists/composer Mafata Lemphane. After graduating with his B.Mus
degree in 2000, Tom would spend the next four years working as a guitarist and drummer in lounge
bands and showbands on cruise ships travelling to over 25 countries in Europe and in the Carribean.
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Since 2004,
Tom has been very active in the Montreal music scene. He is perhaps(item
best# known
for his
role as jam session host to over 350 Jam Nights at Grumpy's Bar. Tom has also been featured working
alongside many of the city's most respected jazz musicians such as Chet Doxas, Sage Reynolds,
Vincent Stephen-Ong, Chris McCann, Sarah Latendresse, Alex Bellegarde, reggae and world music
bands, as well as singer songwriters Jodie Resther, Guy Lapointe, Laurel Jackson, Jon Matte, Ketsia
and Bonnie St. Croix. Off the stage, Tom keeps a busy schedule as a session musician, producer and
sound engineer. Tom has composed and produced music for the CBC and TVA television networks,
collaborated with many local artists, while still finding time to work on his own music, of which he
released an album entitled “Winding Path” in 2007.

Jonathan Cayer
A

An exceptional pianist and improviser, Jonathan has been
working professionally on both the Canadian and International
jazz scene for many years. He is a graduate of McGill
University’s Jazz Performance program, where he studied with
Jan Jarczyk and Steve Amirault. He has recorded and touredC
with artists including, Patrick Watson, Alexandre Côté Quintet,
Coral Egan, Jacques Kuba Séguin’s Oddlot, Thomas Hellman,
and Jean-Nicolas Trottier. He has been the recipient of the
Opus Prize for his work with Montreal guitarist Gary Shwartz’s
Lettingo project, and twice a recipient of the Montreal Jazz
Festival Grand Prix du Jazz Award in 2004 with the ODD Jazz
Group and in 2011 with the Alexandre Côté Quintet.
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Past Concert Dates:
March 18, 2012: Upstairs Jazz Bar & Grill, Montreal
Oct 30, 2012: Resonance Café, Montreal
Dec 23, 2012: Bar Les Pas Sages, Montreal
Jan 17, 2013: Resonance Café, Montreal
Feb 28th, 2013: Bleury Bar à Vinyle, Montreal
March 16th, 2013 at Théâtre de la Ville, Longeuil QC at 8PM (Opening for Tigran Hamasyan)
May 9, 2013: ALBUM LAUNCH Bleury Bar à Vinyle, 2109 rue de Bleury, Montreal QC
June 28th, 2013: Montreal International Jazz Festival, TD Stage – 9PM
Fall Ontario 2013 Tour:
26 Sept: Ottawa: @ The Rainbow
27 Sept, Toronto: Private Event
28 Sept, Toronto: @ Tranzac – with Patrick O'Reilly's Wire Circus
29 Sept, Kingston: @ Mansion (Presented by Kingston Jazz Society)
30 Sept, Montreal: @Resonance Café
Oct 26, 2013: Quebec City Jazz Festival
Upcoming Shows
May 23, 2014: Resonance Café, Montreal
Aug 16th, 2014: Westport Music Festival, Westport Ontario

Quotes:
“In his growth as an improviser and composizing jazz musician, has shown a tremendous amount of maturity and musicality in his development
as an emerging artist.” – Christine Jensen
“It is more than a pleasure to perform with Kevin, a most outstanding drummer with skills that surpass his years and equal to most veterans.
His commitment and sensitivity on stage brings concepts to life with energy and enthusiasm. Kevin is a dedicated musician that will inspire
new projects and compliment his ambitions.” – Ranee Lee
“…un batteur aguerri” – Alain Brunet (Nouvelle Tête de Jazz” Mercredi 9 Mai 2012 http://blogues.lapresse.ca/brunet/2012/05/09/nouvelle-tetede-jazz/

Contact:
Oddsound Records
5570 Waverly, Montréal QC H2T-2Y1
Email: info@oddsound.ca
Phone: (514) 893-9665
Website: www.kevinwarrendrums.com

www.oddsound.ca
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